MOTIVES® FOR LA LA MINERAL BRONZING SHIMMER POWDER

BENEFITS

- Mineral lightweight bronzing shimmer powder
- Can be used on face or body
- Provides buildable coverage as a shimmer and bronzer in one
- Works well on any skin tone

FAQ’S

Will this shimmer powder make me look orange?
No. Motives for La La Mineral Bronzing Shimmer Powder is perfect for any skin tone. This shimmer powder will not give you a fake tan look but a magnificent glow.

Can I use Motives for La La Mineral Bronzing Shimmer Powder on my body too?
This product is recommended for use on the face, neck and body.

Does Motives for La La Mineral Bronzing Shimmer Powder substitute as a powder foundation?
Bronzers do not provide the same amount of coverage or color as a foundation, so it is usually applied after foundation.

What skin type is Motives for La La Mineral Bronzing Shimmer Powder for?
Motives for La La Mineral Bronzing Shimmer Powder works well with any skin type and tone.

How do I apply Motives for La La Mineral Bronzing Shimmer Powder?
Use the rule of 3s. Dip a brush like a Motives Kabuki Brush or a Motives Powder Brush into the powder. Start at your temple and sweep the brush in to your cheekbone, then out and along your jaw line in the shape of a 3. These points of your face catch the most sunlight, so applying bronzer here will give you that fresh, sun-kissed look.